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QUARTERLY EXAMINATION – 2016-17 

ENGLISH Paper 1 Answer Key 

1  SYNONYMS      2. ANTONYMS 

Disrespectful Agreement 

Extremist Inoperative 

Quietness Increased 

Completely Unsuccessfully 

Clear sweet 

  Vocabulary      grammar 

3. Bachelor of physiotherapy 15. I would teach him 

4. Don’t lose your temper 16. VA 

5.parridge-oatmeal 17.Will I? 

6.powerhouse 18. one of the oldest 

7.photoes 19.There wasn’t much water in the well 

8.disbelief 20.With reference to 

9.assumed charge 21.to join 

10.e-ra-di-cate  , psy-cho-lo-gy, ge-o-gra-phy 22. passion for 

11. headache 23.the 

12. He is very innocent 24. with 

13. we laugh for his jokes  

14. A lot f people attended the function  

25 Be polite to everyone and you will be loved by all(or) if you polite to everyone, you will be 
loved by all 
26. Mangoes are brought by her in the villages and they are sold by her in the market 
27.The headmaster said to the students, “ Tomorrow is a holiday” 
28.If you read the English newspaper every day, you can enrich your knowledge 
29. The length of auditorium is longer than hall * 
30. “ Certainly you don’t want a beggar to look happy, do you? 
31.large number of people will move from one place to another 
32. loyal acquiescence 
33.yes. music is different from astronomy 
34.hughie treat him as a begger 
35.After completion of education when he is able to solve the problem by himself. 
36.model millionaire- generous and kind.   Millionaire model- aren’t so noble 
37.musician. to become a doctor or engineer or research chemist 
38. meaningful paragraph 
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39. 

But once within the wood , we paused 
Like gnomes that hid us from the moon 
Ready to run to hiding new 
With laughter when she found us soon 
Each laid on other a staying hand 

if you can dream and not make dreams your 
master; 
if you can think and not make thoughts your 
aim; 
if you can meet with triumph and disaster; 
and treat those two imposters just the same; 
if you can force your heart , and nerve, and 
sinew 

 

40.crack. 41. Adult 42. Branches 43. If one can 
fill his wasted times   44.yearning kindness 

45.abcb  46. Meet-moon 47.metaphor 
48.eyes- prize  49.onomatopoeia 

50. meaningful paragraph 
51. a) special  b) silk without dispute  c) vibrant colour and light weight  d) fluid protein secreted 
by caterpillars. E) four. 
52. besides race bike, he has a sports car  b) these letters will reveal truth.  C) He studies hard 
for the exam.  D) She didn’t know the answer    e) He has a golden watch. 
53 forest officers   b) sapling plants  c) gives oxygen and brings rain  d) save nature  e) we need 
to save our earth 
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